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About This Game

InCell is an action/racing game with a bit of strategy and science thrown into the mix in a rare and highly unusual microworld of
the carefully recreated human cell. This is the right project to start your acquaintance with VR or receive new VR impressions.

The game is focused on Virtual Reality but you can play just fine without a set.

Ready steady go!

Thanks to all robot-gods out there we will not take this journey alone - our humble (with a tiny control-everyone mania)
assistant is waiting for us (she is so sweet, isn’t she?). The Most Excellent Assistant Zero-Seven (she said that humans may
refer to her simply as ‘Your Highness’). So the player’s task is to impress TMEAR07 with experiment on volunteer to unlock
new healing technology for humanity. The problem is she doesn’t believe in that possibility because humans are simple and

illogical (and she is genius… as always).
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To cure our volunteer Mrs. Jane Smith and impress TMEAR07 players must select the right way through the objects
(organelles) to the cell’s nucleus and do their best in innovative radial racings between selected objects. Each object provides

unique abilities to improve racing params or to protect cell with different strategies.

How is it going inside the cell?

Getting closer to understanding cell structure and organelles functions (which are similar to the real functionality of the
organelles) players will improve their skills and will have a chance to impress completely suspicious The Most Excellent

Assistant Zero-Seven (who knows why is she so much aware of the other six Excellent Assistant Robots disassembling…).

One old and wise robot (he is still remember his 386 childhood) said that it’s a bad idea to make this kind of girl-robot sad…
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Features

Playable with VR (control the movement with your head only, or use keyboard and joystick).

Solve the riddle of TMEAR07, find out why doesn’t she believe in the humanity (may be it is just robot’s bad today or
some silicon stuff inside your PC makes she sad)?

With each new start the cell structure will be generated anew placing the organelles in different locations.

This game is a perfect opportunity to learn more about cell microstructure, different organelles and their roles in cell
vital activity.

Unlock harder difficulties where the true challenge awaits.

Hot keys
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Space - recenter camera position in VR mode

M - switch mirroring VR picture on monitor

Esc - pause and options menu

F5 - hide or show UI

F6 - hide or show bathyscaphe

F1 - graphics for recommended hardware

F2 - graphics for older hardware

F3 - decrease rotation speed (highly not recommended, only for experienced VR players)

F4 - increase rotation speed (highly not recommended, only for experienced VR players)

F7 - reset rotation speed to default

Known issues

VR on Linux is not yet implemented

If you are not using gamepad you may want to plug it off to switch game in mouse/keyboard control mode.

Other games by Luden.io

https://store.steampowered.com/app/619150/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/522220/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/588560/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/343740/
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Ok!! i'm a bit upset with myself... why? I told myself lets just get the alphabetical achievements and get out, Quick and simple.
A little over an hour later and I'm still playing... Why? I have no idea. For some reason i'm enjoying it and I have no idea why.
Help me!!!!....HELLLPPPP MMEEEE!!
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you die you will still enjoy it wont keep you busy for long time but it worths the money.. Bad controlls, no fun at all (not even
with friends), full price is a joke.

Better take your time and play something else.. After waiting for Plex support to come to VR for such a long time, this
definately didn't disappoint.

The interface for viewing the different plex libraries is very cool but could do with series folder support so that you don't have
to go through every episode in a series before reaching the next one, Voice support helps with this to an extent but doesn't
always recognise the series I'm looking for.

The only major bug bare I have with this is the ability to adjust the height of the seating position, it's dependant on the position
of the headset in relation to the ground so when you slouch down to watch something you either have to sit back up straight to
reach the next episodes (marathon watching) or put the headset on the seat when launching to make it think you are shorter than
you are. Re-positioning the screen however is incredibly easy when moving it horizontally, it's the vertical support that is
currently not available.

The only other element missing is for the show/film to show up on the TV in full screen mode so that any visitors can watch the
TV while you're watching a 60ft screen :)

Overall, if you have a Plex server locally or friends with Plex servers that you all share, then this is a must app.. If i could sum
this game up in one word it would have to be “Insane”, even in the early alpha this game had me on my toes every second, the
monsters are huge and you are this little guy acting like braveheart in space. From start to finish, this is a beautiful and inspiring
game you simply can’t miss, the chance to fight monsters and be a god of the stars, to win the competition and go down in
history, it’s every mans dream.. every REAL mans dream! Buckle up and blast off, adventure awaits! (some monsters too). A
very good and amusing game for the cheap price!
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it have a lot of thought out function.
stuff to do in the game is also alot. well more than i expected out of the traditional rpgmaker game
i do hope it have a sequence that would let me tranfer the save data over XD
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Played it for about an hour and then it started spawning two cars piled on top of one another as a glitchy undriveable mess AND
the camera stopped tracking with the car. uninstalled and reinstalled. didn't fix it. IT's a pretty basic game to have such a big bug
that made it unplayable. Worth it. The more you play the more benefit you will see from double experience gains. More level
ups = more packs. A good deal and it helps support the developers. Win\/win.. Pretty good. Pretty well drawn and pretty well
animated, and the few mechanics work quite well.
I was a little underwhelmed at the general lack of variety in this game, though. I encountered bats, rats, slimes, ghosts that follow
you, ghosts that shoot at you (and use the same sprites as the other ghosts), and the alchemist, himself, and for environments, I
only encountered a grassy area and the dungeon area. That said, though, I found some cool details in the dungeon that added
some visual variety: I saw some vases, bookshelves, tables and chairs, as well as some skeletons. Those details were a nice touch,
and I would have liked to have seen more of them. The traps, I found included spikes, extending and retracting spikes (that use
the same sprites as the normal spikes), acid, cannons, and buzz-saws. I also encountered wooden boxes and metal boxes which I
needed to do the game's puzzles.
This next part might sound weird, but I found that the rooms - design wise - were very square and relied a lot on small lift
platforms and platforms that you can jump up through and land on. I found navigating the mainly square rooms and jumping on
those samey-feeling platforms and/or waiting for them to lift me up, bland. I feel that if the designer(s) changed the shapes and
layouts of the rooms to be more interesting, the rooms might not need to rely on these platforms as much, and the rooms would
feel more distinct and interesting, even with the fairly limited art assets.
I sometimes found the puzzles to be quite good - I needed to think about how I was going to approach some of them, and that
was cool, even though block pushing puzzles aren't my favorite.
(Keep in mind that I didn't get 100% completion in this game, so there may be more things that I simply didn't come across. I'm
just sharing what I personally found after playing through it and beating the alchemist.)
Is it a bad game? No. As I said at the start of this, it's pretty good. It's simple and uses its fairly limited art assets and mechanics
quite well. And for such a cheap price, I'm glad I bought it and gave it a play.. I don't know why this game gets so many negative
reviews. It's a great game!

Although the exploring part is over pretty quickly (the map isn't very big), the trading, quests, treasure hunts and fights still go
on. The game has 3 factions (French, English, Spanish) with their allied cities, plantations and ports and pirates. You can
become a pirate yourself by attacking any of the 3 factions (and buy a pardon in any of their ports).
The battle between ships is done by a match-3 game. With match 4+ you will get an extra turn and your enemy won't attack. It
only matches the tiles you exchange though, but the game would probably be over too soon if it didn't.
As you level up you can buy better ships and equip items you find and get from quests to get better stats. Treasure maps are also
attained from fights or quests. You will need to find the location and dig up the treasure.

Pros:
- runs great
- exploring, quests, treasure hunting, and battle
- battle mini games (match-3)
- cute graphics
- great music

Cons:
- the exploring part is over quickly (tiny map)
- it gets repeatively, you'll have to grind to get achievements
- the match-3 only matches rows with the tiles you exchange
These cons did not bother me at all, but I can understand some people would find them annoying.

Overall Ifind this an addictive game (I'm still playing and grinding for the last achievements) and can recommend it to anyone.
My friend actually asked me about it to buy it himself. I love this game. Good job Rake In Grass!. i like this game. it could use a
smarter balance system though.. This is a must play.

Hellblade will take you on an emotional journey with a character that you will get to know on a deeply personal level. If you
allow this experience to immerse you, which isn't hard in Hellblade, you WILL feel what Senua feels on her epic personal quest.

First off, the VR implementation is shockingly well done. I was skeptical about a 3rd person view in VR, but Ninja Theory is
showing the industry how to do it right. Not once did I experience motion sickness, and the only awkwardness comes when the
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character obscures the view, but Ninja Theory included options to offset the camera's position to help this and let you customize
it to your liking.

It isn't the story of Senua specifically that makes this a landmark experience, it's the execution of the storytelling. I've never
played a game where I felt so emotionally tuned-in to a character than I did with Senua. Character acting is legendary and the
motion capture is perfect. Seeing these performances in VR is next-level amazing. Senua's presence is intensely lifelike and this
enhances empathy you feel for her, which only furthers the experience's greatest strength.

This is one of the few, maybe the only game I've played where combat sequences tie directly into the emotional journey with the
character. Senua is smaller and weaker than her imposing opponents and the sense of fear and fury is real. Some do not like the
combat aspect because it's not explicitly FUN, but I don't believe Hellblade's purpose is to be "fun", but rather to be a deeply
emotional journey and combat plays perfectly with this.

Sound design is miraculous. I ABSOLUTELY IMPLORE anyone that plays to experience the whole game with headphones, and
3D sound plugins turned off! This is the first game I've played that makes such direct and purposeful use of 3D sound, and the
entire industry could learn from this. Sound is a powerful sense that's woefully underused in games, which are so focused on 3D
sight. Hellblade is starting to rectify this gaping hole in the narrative video game experience. Genuinely, if you can't or don't
want to use headphones to play Hellblade, then opt-out until you can, as playing without headphones is comparable to playing
without color.

I can't recommend a game more than I recommend Hellblade. This is one that will be remembered for many years.

. I don't know why, but i like it.
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